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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after the shipment. Pages Number: 334 Publisher: Tsinghua University. Pub. Date: 2011-09-01 version 2. Zhangyou Jun. Wang editor of the NX CAD \ CAM Tutorial (2nd Edition) According to the Ministry of Education. Higher Education for the 21st century content and curriculum reform. overall requirements. combined with the author many years of CADCAM teaching. research and write from experience. This book will CADCAM technology to master the basic knowledge and application of organic NX software combination. first described progressive approach to the basic theory and basic CADCAM programming knowledge. and systematic introduction to NX 7.5 software CADCAM module's main function and use method. Typical applications through multiple instances of the book to help readers master the NX design software to develop and improve the reader's proficiency. NX CAD \ CAM-based tutorial (2nd edition). rich in content. clarity. focus on the combination of theory and practice. learning and teachers teaching to facilitate the readers. This book can be used as engineering colleges mechanical engineering majors this. college students and graduate teaching. but also for engaging in mechanical design. CNC machining and CADCAM applications...

Reviews

Extensive guide! Its such a excellent read. This can be for anyone who state that there was not a worth looking at. I am just effortlessly will get a satisfaction of looking at a written publication.
-- Melvin Hettinger

This book will not be effortless to start on reading through but very exciting to learn. It is amongst the most remarkable book i have got go through. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Easton Collier DVM